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CCNP: Building Cisco Multilayer Switched Networks Study Guide (642-811)Sybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Cisco’s Building Cisco Multilayer  Switched Networks (BCMSN) exam, 642-811. This Study Guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of key exam topics  
	Practical information on designing and implementing multilayer switched  networks  
	Hundreds of...
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The New Language of Business: SOA & Web 2.0IBM Press, 2007
In The New Language of Business, senior IBM executive Sandy Carter demonstrates how to leverage SOA, Web 2.0, and related technologies to drive new levels of operational excellence and business innovation.
Writing for executives and business leaders inside and outside IT, Carter explains why flexibility and responsiveness...
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Design of Analog Fuzzy Logic Controllers in CMOS TechnologiesSpringer, 2003
Nowadays, real-time applications of Fuzzy Logic in different domains are being increasingly reported. ASIC-based analog hardware becomes an interesting solution for these kinds of applications because it benefits from: savings on silicon surface and power consumption, readily accomplishment with strict timing constraints and cost-effective...
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Professional ASP.NET MVC 5Wrox Press, 2014

	ASP.NET MVC insiders cover the latest updates to the technology in this popular Wrox reference


	MVC 5 is the newest update to the popular Microsoft technology that enables you to build dynamic, data-driven websites. Like previous versions, this guide shows you step-by-step techniques on using MVC to best advantage, with...
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Converged Multimedia NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book focuses largely on enabling technologies for network convergence.Ð’  A principal aim is to show where parallel functions exist in fixed and mobile voice network architectures and to explain how these functions will be combined. The authors describe the components of a future converged architecture and consider the following key...
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Web Copy That Sells: The Revolutionary Formula for Creating Killer Copy Every TimeAMACOM, 2004
It never fails. When people ask me what I do for a living, and I say, “I write web copy,” I’m met with blank stares. Web copy is such a new term even those who have an Internet presence hardly recognize it. I quickly explain, “Web copy simply means the words that make visitors to your website pull out their credit cards and...
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Workflow Handbook 2003Future Strategies, 2002
Published in association with the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC), the Workflow Handbook 2002 comprises four sections in over 400 information-packed pages:
SECTION 1: The World of Workflow covers a wide spectrum of viewpoints and discussions by experts in their respective fields. Papers range from an Introduction to Workflow through to a...
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The Microsoft Expression Web Developer's Guide to ASP.NET 3.5: Learn to create ASP.NET applications using Visual Web Developer 2008Que, 2007
Not long ago, I wrote a book on Expression Web called Special Edition Using Microsoft Expression Web. Expression Web is a great product that builds on the success of Microsoft FrontPage, and although many web designers (including myself) were excited about Expression Web, many were also disappointed to see the...
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Alfresco 4 Enterprise Content Management ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Alfresco 4 has improved a lot with its new and advanced concepts for content management. Users have been waiting for a book that covers these concepts along with security, dashboards, and the configuration features of Alfresco 4.


	Alfresco 4 Enterprise Content Management Implementation is a well-crafted and easy-to-use book, and it...
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Professional ASP.NET Design PatternsWrox Press, 2010

	This unique book takes good ASP.NET (MVC/Webforms) application construction one step further by emphasizing loosely coupled and highly cohesive ASP.NET web application architectural design. Each chapter

	addresses a layer in an enterprise ASP.NET (MVC/Webforms) application and shows how proven patterns, principles, and best...
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ASP.NET 2.0 Website Programming: Problem - Design - Solution (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Completely rewritten and fully updated for ASP.NET version 2.0, this example-driven book describes from start to finish how to design and implement in C# a complete ASP.NET 2.0 website that contains many of the features that you can expect to find in a modern content-related and e-commerce site: forums, polls, newsletters, article management,...
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